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ON THE BOUNDEDNESS OF 
HARDY-LITTLEWOOD MAXIMAL 

OPERATOR AND SAWYER'S CONDITION

Byung-Oh Park

1. Introduction

Let f be a locally integrable function in For x G

人侦w) = sup茶[I加)|如
15 JQ

where the supremum is taken over all cubes Q containing x and \Q\ 
stands for the Lebesgue measure of Q. This operator M is called 
the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator. By many authors such as 
C. Fefferman, E.M. Stein and E.T. Sawyer are studied this maximal 
operator ,singular integral and interpolation between function space 
e.t.c, . . -([1],[2],[3],[6],[8]).In this many problem, there is boundedness 
of Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator i,e.,

Given p (1 < p < oo); determine those pairs of weights on 丑”. 
(u, w); for which A4 is of strong type (p,p) with respect to the pair of 
measures (u(x)dx, w(x)dx\ that is, for which we have an inequality:

(/ (人Mf(w))知(z)dz)十 < C( / \f(x)^w(x)dx)pt 
JRn JRn

In [5], This answer is provided by the Sp theory.
In this paper, we will prove this inequality by generalization MJ 

instead of Mf.

2. Preliminaries
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For locally integrable function f in 7?n and x G we will denote 
MJ as generalization of Mf. i,e.,

"f(c) = (sup 焉 / \f(y)\ady^, 1<S.
x£Q I이 JQ

Also, given a cube Qq that is 55right open55, we choose a system of- 
coordinates of R" with respect to Qq is [0, l)n. A cube Q is then a 
dyadic cube with respect to Qq if it is of the form Q = {x E 欣 :x = 
(中 n)|"2—" < x： < (R + 1)2~시} where the and k range
over integer Z. By a basis in Kn, we denote Q by the collection of 
the open dyadic cubes. The properties of dyadic cube is in [4] and [5], 
Dyadic maximal operator Nf is Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator 
with dyadic cube.

Let dx denote Lebesgue measure on Bn. We denote by 3 :欣 t R 
a weight; that is, a positive, measurable, and locally integrable func
tion. Also, we shall write 3(Q) = fg(v(x)dx when Q C is measur
able. For 1 < p < oo, couple of weights (u, w) satisfies the Sawyer^s 
condition (Sp condition) if (으酱〉)烦Q) = Jq |At(axQ)(^)|pw(x)</a; < 

_ I
Ob(Q), where a = Similarly, we define SpSj (1 < s) condition 
by 姑 I朋s(b*XQ)(z)卩(云)dz < Cb(Q). This Sp condition is stronger 
then Ap condition ([5、[이). However, for tz = w, we know that Sp is 
equivalent to Ap ([5]). This Ap condition is related to the weak type 
of maximal operator.

3. Results

LEMMA 1. For every integer k, every locally integrable function f 
in and x € IV1:

人欢恨）＜ 2（3）渴珂£心）（J。M。7g）出,

where rfff(x) = g(x 一 t).
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Proof. Since

(T-t。M。Tt)f(x) = M(7%f)3 +1)

=(sup 茶 / \f(y-t)\sdy)> 
；r+teQ€Z> 101 Jq

=(sup — [ IT■⑵ |，可.

Thus 7-/ oJ\fsort is simply the operator associated to the basis
T>~t formed by the cubes Q—t with Q dyadic, that is, the translates by 
—t of the dyadic cubes. Given fc,/ and x, by definition of 
there will exist a cube R of side length < 2k such that x E R and

淑”"心点[\fWdy^.

Let j be an integer such that 2^-1 V side length of R < 2、where 
j < k. Consider the set Q consisting of those t E Q(0,2fc+2) for which 
there is some Q E T> — t with side length equal to 2거」and such 나lat 
R C Q.For every t g Q,

we have;

財疹)g) 力灼)|构卩

oA^ort)/(a:).

Since geometrical observation that the measure of Q is at least 2(fe+2^n = 
1오(啧+2)1. Then

•人疗)/(z) < 2(끄러)*j j (r-toJV^ ort)y(x)df

1< 2（m브土2브 麻呵见叶）（"顽。叫（泗
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THEOREM 2. ([7]) Let 1 < s < p < oo and (u, w) be a couple of 
weights in Rn. Then, the following two conditions are equivalent (a) 
M is bounded from Lps(w) to Lp8{u) (b) There is a constant C such 
that, for every dyadic cube Q:

[ |M(异XQ)(：이‘%(:时出很 Cb(Q).
Jq

THEOREM 3. Let 1 < s < p < oq and (% w) be a couple of weights 
in Rn. Then, the following two conditions are equivalent: (a) Ms is 
bounded from Lp9(w) to Lp3(u) (b) (u, w) G Sp3 condition for maximal 
operator Ms:

I \Ms(a^XQ)(x)\p3u(x)dx V Cb(Q) < oo, a = 
Jq

Proof. That (a) implies (&) is almost immediate. If (a) holds, we 
have an inequality

[ I人이 < C f \f(x)\p8w(x)dx
JRn JRn

valid for every function f. If we apply this inequa lity to the function 
f = xq, we obtain:

[XQ)\psu(x)dx < C f o{x)pw(x)dx 
Jrd Jq

—Ca(Q\

So weights (u, w) are in Sps class for maximal operator Now, we 
show that(6) implies (a). But, after Lemma 1, the boundedness of M3 
is equivalent to the uniformly boundedness of operators r^t o J\fs o rt 
for t € R宀 Since

/ |(r_t oXi o Tt)f(x^au(x)dx = [ |Ar(Tt/)(y)|psu(|/ - t)dy
J Rn JRn
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and
/ \f(x)\psw(x)dx = / I 丁/(g)卩
JRn JR"

we see that the uniformly boundedness of the operator r_/ o o rt 
between £ps(w) to Lps(u) is equivalent to the fact that the couple 
(rtu, rtw) satisfy conditio표 (b) in theorem 2 with a constant indepen
dent of t. But this fact follows quite easily from our condition (6). 
Indeed, for every t inIV1 and any dyadic cube Q ,we have;

[|M((s + )xq)(:z:)|ps(时)(2)血=/ |M(W(b*XQT))S)F%(zT)d：z；

Jq Jq

=[ U。人八。4)(片xqt)3)門z( 
JQ-t

< [I人侦异XQ_t)(g)門z(g)dg 
JQ-t

<Ca(Q-t)

=C I a(x)dx
JQ-t

=c(矽)(Q)・
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